Litigation Solutions

Capitalize on Intelligence from Prior Case Outcomes

LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer
®

Case Assessment and Planning

Nothing beats your professional judgment and experience on cases that affect your industry. But how do you
find time and the resources to accurately track the big picture, for example the current trends in settlement
amounts, successful outcomes or mediated resolutions?
What if you could quantify judgments, awards and other intelligence from comparable cases so you could
analyze exposure and develop case strategies that result in better litigation outcomes?
One search in LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer collects, organizes and analyzes similar case
outcomes, “charting” your options and adding another dimension of confidence to your case strategy. You
can facilitate earlier resolution and reduce discovery expense. Even use the quantitative data to better forecast
reserves and staff workload.
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LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer
Minimize litigation risk and cost—even respond proactively to concerns.
Assess the threats and success factors of each new matter as you determine your
organization’s best course of action, helping avoid costly mistakes. One search—
one source—creates easy-to-interpret charts and graphs that show you:
• Exactly how similar cases have resolved (and for how much) including settlement details
• The range of possible case outcomes as well as a clear picture of emerging trends
• Exposures, risks—and where opportunities may lie

The valuable intelligence from LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer can also be vital as you
plan litigation reserves, outside counsel budgets and staff workload as well as case strategy. Your
LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer results can be downloaded into reports easily and shared
with management and other stakeholders to set expectations.

Revealing charts that
show you how to
optimize resources

LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer reports are designed around a simple concept: Point,
click and view the information you expect to see. Then, as you contemplate the best case strategy,
you can select new variables—new timeframe, settlement options, etc.—and assess trends there as
well. Drill down into specific, relevant cases and return to the big picture. There’s no charge to filter
and re-filter as needed. And your search results are automatically saved for 24 hours. Return and
review—no additional charge.
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Review the range of options; change variables
quickly as you strategize.
Start by reviewing cases by year, resolution, average and/or
median awards. View all the charts; trends and spikes that
may need more exploration are evident. Then explore specific
charts. Hover on the graphic and see more details. Click
to focus on a cross section of cases most relevant to your
issue. Your graphics are redrawn automatically, uncovering
additional insights and trends.
Need a PDF report for presentations? Click the Save
icon
on your results screen. Then view the PDF of your
results charts—complete with a cover page summary of
your search. Add comments. Save and share. One step …
professional results.

Each time you add/change a variable, your
graphs are redrawn and your cite list is
updated automatically.
Add, clear and change variables as often as you
need to see different perspectives. Even drill down
further to cases most relevant to you.

Navigate to vital cases quickly
The filtering toolbar also shows so much at a glance—and points out areas for
further study. See how many cases were found in each category. Investigate any
category (or several), focusing your results to look more closely at cases of interest.
Even add additional search terms. Do it all—no extra charge!
What do you need to see? Focus in on specific:
■■

Jurisdictions—federal or state

■■

Areas of law

■■

■■

■■

 ase resolution, e.g., verdict,
C
settlement, arbitration
 ward amounts—select the
A
range you need
Case dates

Simple search form—and no source selection
Enter any legal concept, case facts, injury, etc. in the search box. Note: You can focus the results of your search
many different ways, so consider beginning broadly. If you know you need to limit your results to specific
jurisdictions, areas of law, injuries or date ranges, use the links to select these restrictions.
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View—and sort—case specifics
Ready to move beyond the charts to the details? The Cite List shows the specific verdict & settlement reports. See who
won, award amount, jurisdiction and year at a glance, gleaning perspective even before you open a report. And sort the
cite list to surface the latest or oldest cases, greatest awards, most relevant to your search, etc. Select a case name link
to view more report specifics, such as case facts and topics, verdict reporter, jurisdiction/judge, counsel and experts for
plaintiff/defendant, etc. When you open a report, a new case name tab displays at the top of your results so you can return
to the report at any time during your research session. Never lose your place!

Need more information about
LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer?
Call: 1.800.543.6862
www.lexisnexis.com/vsanalyzer
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